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Blind Tigers 
 
Running clubs like yours is a simple enough idea -- figure out what the people want, then sell it to them at the highest markup 
they’ll allow. Things get tricky when what the people want isn’t exactly legal, but who are you to say no? The police are on the 
lookout for contraband, but they can’t be everywhere at once, and some of them might even play ball. With some smart 
planning, top shelf talent and a little cash under the table into the right hands, you might just end up running this town. 

Objective 

Line up attractions and hire talent for each of your clubs. Customers choose clubs based on their individual preferences, and 
their cash comes with them. The police randomly sweep the clubs for contraband, though some of them may be flexible if the 
price is right. Stay out of trouble, manage your assets wisely, and walk away with the most cash to win. 

The Deck 

There are 104 cards in the deck, of five types: Attractions (40), Customers (30), Talent (20), Police (13) and Hot (1). 

Game Structure 

Each round consists of four phases: 
1. Day Phase - Each player lines up their Attractions, hires Talent, and sets up their clubs. 
2. Police Phase - The police randomly select clubs to search for contraband. 
3. Night Phase - Customers choose which clubs to visit. 
4. Closing Time - All Attractions and Talent in play are discarded and the Attractions deck is reshuffled. 

Setup 

Separate the deck into Attraction, Customer, Talent and Police decks, and set the Hot card aside. Shuffle each of the decks 
separately. Deal 2 Customer cards face-down to each player as cash. Determine randomly which player will go first. Play 4 
cards from the Talent deck face-up to the table to form the initial talent pool. Reserve space for up to 6 Customer cards (2 
cards, plus 1 for every player in the game). The Attraction, Customer and Talent decks need space for discard piles, and each 
player needs room for up to 3 stacks of cards to be played face-down in front of them, in view of the other players. 

Sequence of Play 

1. Day Phase 
○ Shuffle the Attraction deck and deal 7 cards to each player. 
○ Play 2, 3 or 4 Customer cards face-up to the table, one for each player in the game. 
○ Play 2 Customer cards face-down to the table. 
○ Each player takes 1 Hiring turn (see Hiring and Talent below). 
○ Each player creates their clubs and arranges their Attractions and Talent. (see Clubs below). 
○ Once all players have set up their clubs, add the Hot card to the club with the most cards. 

■ In case of a tie, no club is Hot - do not award it to any club or player. 
2. Police Phase 

○ Shuffle the Police deck and deal one card face-down in front of each club for every player. 
○ If a club is Hot, play one additional Police card in front of that club. 
○ Reveal the Police cards and resolve them (see Police below). 

3. Night Phase 
○ Reveal the face-down Customer cards, and resolve each Customer (see Customers below). 

4. Closing Time 
○ All Attraction and Talent cards in play are discarded, and the Attractions deck is reshuffled., 
○ The player to the current first player’s right is first player for the next round. 
○ At the end of the fourth round, a winner is determined (see Victory below). 



Attractions 

Your attractions are the features of your club that attract customers. During the Day phase you receive 7 Attraction cards, 
each granting 1 or 2 of a specific attraction - Music, Dancing, Food, Prestige, Liquor, Weed or Gambling. The symbols at the 
bottom of each card represent the specific attraction being granted by the card and in what quantity. Through combinations of 
federal and local laws, Liquor, Weed and Gambling are not legal, and are marked as Contraband. This can affect which 
customers choose which clubs, and possession of contraband can lead to run-ins with the police (see Police below). 
 
Hiring and Talent 
Before building your clubs, you can hire talent to improve them. Each Talent card has a cost and grants one or more attraction 
symbols. On your Hiring turn during the Day phase, you can hire any or all of the Talent cards currently in the talent pool. Do 
not restock the talent pool during a player’s turn. Make your hiring choices, then pay for them all at once by discarding 
Customer cards of equal value to the total cost. If you cannot pay the exact amount, you must pay the nearest amount 
possible that exceeds the cost of your hiring choices. 
 
Once a player has made their hiring choices and paid, restock the Talent pool with new cards from the Talent deck if necessary, 
and the next player to the right of the current player takes their turn. All players get one Hiring turn each round. 

Clubs 

After hiring is complete, arrange your attractions and talent into one, two, or three clubs as you see fit. Each club consists of 
one or more attraction and talent cards played face-down in a stack. You may choose to discard attractions that you don’t want 
to include in any of your clubs, and all players may freely exchange attractions and cash while building their clubs. 
 

Police 

During the Police phase, one Police card is dealt face-down next to each club, starting with the first player’s first club and 
continuing to the right until all clubs receive a Police card. If a club has received the Hot card, deal two face-down police cards 
to that club. 
 
Starting with the first player’s first club, reveal the Police card in front of that club and the cards in that club. If a club has no 
contraband attractions or talent, no Police card has any effect on it. If a club has contraband attractions and their police card 
indicates that the police are searching the club, resolve the Police effect as indicated on the card. If a club has two Police cards, 
initially flip only the top card. If that card is an “All’s Quiet” card, flip the second card and resolve it, otherwise resolve the 
revealed card as normal and discard the second one.  

Victory 

At the end of the fourth round, all players total the cash value of their Customers, and the player with the highest total wins. In 
case of a tie, whichever player has the highest Prestige in their final lineup of clubs wins. If a winner still can’t be decided, the 
tied players share the victory. 
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